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VI6964-L The mParticles toolset (formerly Particle Flow toolbox#2) has been fully integrated into 
3ds Max software since the 2013 subscription expansion pack. This class will look at particle structure 
and particle destruction. You will learn how to avoid unwanted explosive behavior caused by the NVIDIA 
PhysX and MassFX engines. You’ll also discover how to build structure suitable for bindings inside of 
Particle Flow, how to trigger breaking behavior, and how to skin geometry to particles that can rip and 
tear. Please see video: https://vimeo.com/30497054 

Learning Objectives
At the end of this class, you will be able to:

 Break compound structures using mParticles

 Utilize new operators to create 8-bit style animations

 Use helpers and sound to drive your particle simulation

 Understand the basic concept of both new PFlow additions



About the Speaker
I am an award winning Visual Effects Technical Director and VES (Visual Effects Society) 
member focused on particle based effects, fluid simulations, shading, and post production. I 
was Autodesk Artist of the Year 2013 and Month - July 2013. I am an author for 3DArtist 
Magazine. I worked on movies like James Cameron's "Avatar", Transformers 4, Star Trek - Into
Darkness, COSMOS: A Spacetime Odyssey, The Expendables 3, Northmen - A Viking Saga, 
G.I. Joe-Rise of Cobra, The A-Team, 21JumpStreet, NCIS:New Orleans (OnSet VFX 
Supervision), Ridley Scott's "Robin Hood", Priest, SuckerPunch (PreViz), Beautiful Creatures 
(R&D), Dragonball: Evolution, Tree of Life (R&D), Clash of the Titans(3D conversion), Niko & 
The Way to the Stars, "Loewenzahn", Angel Camouflaged, The Big Year as well as numerous 
commercials and music videos. I consulted vfx on movies like Gulliver's Travel, Skyline, Moving
Day (Shortfilm), "Il sogno del Maratoneta(Day of the Race)", "Battle of Vienna".

Film Reel 2011/1 Vimeo Stream:
http://vimeo.com/25913105
Film Reel 2011/1 Breakdowns:
TV/Commercials/RnD Reel 2013/1 Vimeo Stream:
https://vimeo.com/56823748
Vimeo Video Blog:
https://vimeo.com/anselmvonseherr 
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Discover mParticles—3ds Max Software's Built-in Destruction Toolkit 

Breaking the Blimp

Break compound structures using mParticles

mParticles Glue binds particles to all kinds of structures from ropes, cloth over metal & glass.

The secret to speed when using mParticles is to use non intersecting proxy particles and then 
glue hires meshes to them. In our case the effect can be sold with just boxes that interact as 
our rigid bodies and binding compounds.
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Let's start building our system from scratch. If you open the Start 3dsmax scene you will find an 
object already in there. A sphere with the center cut out. This is for a reason. Vertecies closer to 
each other might result in intersections. Therefore the center is cut away. If you check the vertex
coutn you see the object has 416 vertecies. This is important information as we only want to 
spawn as many particles as there are vertecies!

Open the Particle View with the shortcut “6”. Drag a mParticles Flow into the Particle View.

Right-Click and rename the flow “PF Source_DestroyingTheBlimp”. Then delete the Spin Op.
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Replace the Birth Grid with a Birth operator from the depot. Emit Start and Emit Stop should 
both be 0.

Set the Particle amount to 416, the same amount as we have vertecies on our object.

Add a Position Object operator under the birth operator and pick the object. Set the Location to 
Vertecies All.
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Lower the shape size of the Cube to a size of 2.5 so no cubes are intersecting with each other.

You particles should now fall from the vertecies of the object straight to the ground. Let's adjust 
the mP World. Click the little arrow in the mP World operator to jump straight to the settings.

Lower the Gravity to 25.0 to make for a more believable effect.

Depending on your scene scale and desired look the gravity should be adjusted accordingly. For
something massive like a blimp slower motion is more beleivable.

Now it's time to use the most important operator in our setup. The mP Glue!

To allow for nice massive metal like rigidity we need 3 key components: 1) high enough binding
count with neighboring particles, 2) a bit of drag to keep things in check and lastly 3) low time 
scale to sell the mass of it.

In order to break a binding structure you need to make up your mind about the binding qualities 
first. mParticles have 3 binding types for various use cases. For a rigid metal structure using the
Rigid binding type makes the most sense. It has the ability to break bindings bases on Force 
and Torque. It's overall stiffness can be controlled by time sub samples and the Solver Factor.

Important! mParticles Tests have to be located UNDER the mP World operator.
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Set the binding type to Rigid, this will give us most believable metal-like motion. For bindings to 
happen their bind minimum distance should exceed the distance between two particles. More 
bindings = stiffer binding behavior. If you measure the furthest distance between particles on the
position object it will be a value around 10 units. So in order to bind particles of that and above 
distanc we need a Binding Distance higher than that!

Set the Bind Distance to 20

The more particles are bound together the more rigid the effect will be. A good average for this 
effect is 6 particles. So within a radius of 20 units a particle will look for at 6 neighbors to bind 
with.

Set the Max Binds per Particle to 6
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If you play back your setup now you most likely have a bouncy ball type effect. So in order to 
crash the blimp we need to break those bindings based on impact force.

Check Breakable By Force

Set the maximum force and torque needed to break a binding to 250 each. Depending on how
much you want to destroy the bindings you might want to go with higher values.

Check Max By Bind Distance

Set the distance unit to 15, so slightly below the maximum binding distance. For an interesting 
breaking pattern we activate Max By Bind Distance. This will allow for stronger bindings 
between closer particles within the given Distance Unit radius. This can result in patches of 
particles breaking away while internally stating connected.

And that concludes our “Under-The-Hood” setup already! It is time to move on to create the 
objects that will be skinned to the particle system.

Since we are giogn to only render the skinned objects and not the particle system we can make 
it not renderable. Right-click the root event and uncheck Renderable in the properties.
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After the motion of the particles feel right it's time to create and skin the skeleton and chassis to 
the particle system.

But first ets make the steel structure. Clone the sphere object t a Copy.

Add a Lattice Modifier. And set it to Struts Only from Edges with a radius of 1.0, 3 segments 
and 8 sides.

This gives you the steel structure around or under the blimp.

Add a Tessellate Modifier with default settings to give it more mesh detail. More mesh detail 
will result in finer crack edges.
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Now it is finally time to skin the object to the particle system using a Particle Skinner Modifier. 
Think of it like a SkinWrap modifier but for all things particles.
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After applying the modifier add in the particle system and hit activate skinning. With the default 
settings applied we will get some kind of melting effect on the skeleton. First we need to adjust 
the Distance Influence to 20, which is the same distance as our bindings! Also set the 
Controller Limit to 4. So within that Distance Influence 4 particles will stay together and control 
an area closest to them on the mesh.

Now our metal bends and twists but doesn't break yet. We need to set the Rip Surface Apart 
settings from None to Binding Beak, also check Remove Uncontrolled. The Edge Split 
Precision defines how detailed you tearing edges will be. Higher percentage makes for more 
detailed edges.

If you want to render with Vray and motion blur e.g. you might want to adjust your Sustain 
Topology settings to 110. There is a rule of thumb to go by: MBlurDuration*4800/FPS + 1

4800 is the amount of ticks per second in Max.

For the cloth part of the blimp dublicate the priginal sphere a second time as a copy.

we can generate a more interesting pattern with the Graphite tools and a Tessellate modifier, 
eventually a Relax modifier too if normals get busted:

After you are happy with the overall detail of your cloth patches it's time to apply the Particle 
Skinner modifier here as well. Apply the same settings as you did for the skeleton structure.

As the final step we can touch up the effect by adding additional modifiers on top of the Particle 
Skinner. A Shell modifier to the cloth to give it width. A Noise modifier to give both the skeleton 
and the cloth subtle secondary motion. A Quadify modifier on the skeleton to give it more 
precision on the crack edges.
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Hope fully your result should look something like this:
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